Abstract. This work considers a problem of optimal query processing in heterogeneous and distributed database systems. A global query submitted at a local site is decomposed into a number of queries processed at the remote sites. The partial results returned by the queries are integrated at a local site. The paper addresses a problem of an optimal scheduling of queries that minimizes time spend on data integration of the partial results into the final answer. A global data model defined in this work provides a unified view of the heterogeneous data structures located at the remote sites and a system of operations is defined to express the complex data integration procedures. This work shows that the transformations of an entirely simultaneous query processing strategies into a hybrid (simultaneous/sequential) strategy may in some cases lead to significantly faster data integration. We show how to detect such cases, what conditions must be satisfied to transform the schedules, and how to transform the schedules into the more efficient ones.
Introduction
Efficient data processing in the distributed and heterogeneous database systems is a critical factor for the successful implementations of global information systems. Performance of distributed applications strongly depends on the efficient algorithms that organize data processing in the distributed and heterogenous database systems. For instance, in the MapReduce programming model a user application that accesses data distributed over a number of remote sites simultaneously submits all of its sub-tasks to the remotes sites and later on integrates the partial results at a central site [4] . The simultaneous processing of sub-tasks makes MapReduce an efficient strategy when the amounts of processing and the amounts of data transmitted from the remote sites are more or less the same for all its sub-tasks. Unfortunately, a simultaneous processing strategy does not provide the best performance when one of the sub-tasks returns significantly larger amounts of data and/or when transmission speed is significantly lower than for the other sub-tasks. For example, consider the time diagrams in Fig. 1 when a global query has been decomposed into the queries q 1 , q 2 , and q 3 simultaneously processed at the remote sites. In the first case (a) data transmission of the results of q 1 dominates the total processing time. However, if some of data obtained from the processing of q 2 can be used to modify q 1 into q 1 such that more processing can be done at a remote site then transmission of the results of q 1 may take less time despite that processing of q 1 follows processing of q 2 , see case (b). A partial order in which the individual queries are processed at the remote sites is called as a query scheduling strategy. In an entirely sequential strategy processing of a query at a remote site precedes processing of another query and the result of the first query can be used to modify the succeeding queries. In an entirely simultaneous strategy all queries are simultaneously submitted and processed at the remote sites. The efficiency of both strategies depends on the computational complexities of the individual tasks, computational power at a central and at the remote sites, amount of data transmitted over the networks, and data transmission speed of the networks used. Intuitively, a simultaneous strategy seems to be more efficient when the majority of query processing can be done at the remote sites and the amounts of data transmitted to a central site are small. A sequential strategy is more efficient when one or more tasks transmit the large amounts of data to a central site and it is possible to use the results of the other tasks to reduce the amounts of data to be transmitted later on. As usual the best solution is a hybrid one when some of the tasks are processed sequentially while the others simultaneously. Additional factors that significantly complicate data processing in distributed systems are a high level of autonomy and heterogeneity of the remote sites. The administrators of remote sites are usually very strict about performance and security of the managed systems and because of that they restrict external access to a read only mode without the rights to create and use the local data containers. It simply means that a central site cannot send a container with data to a remote site such that the container can be used for data processing there. Heterogeneity of remote sites means that organization of data, software and hardware used each at each site are different, which further limits any possible cooperation.
In this work we consider an environment of a heterogeneous and distributed database system where a user application issued at a central site accesses data at the remote sites. Then, it brings the partial results from the remote sites to a
